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Introduction 

This guide offers Ready Regions strategies 

for building their local CLASS™ observer 

capacity and supporting ongoing observation 

improvement. Local CLASS™ observations are 

the foundation of the Unified Virginia Quality 

Birth to Five System (VQB5) and help teachers 

understand effective teacher-child interactions 

and identify professional development 

opportunities. 
 

Ready Regions are tasked with coordinating 

and completing local CLASS™ observations 

and connecting all publicly funded birth-to-five 

classrooms in their region with observers who 

can best meet their unique needs. Regions need 

to recruit, train, and support a local CLASS™ 

observer pool that reflects the diversity of the 

early childhood care and education sector they serve. Local observers are typically members of the community 

who are familiar with early childhood care and education (ECCE) program norms, structures, and values. 

The six sections of this guide outline key steps for building observer capacity: Identifying Gaps in Observer 

Capacity, Recruiting New CLASS™ Observers, Scheduling CLASS™ Observations, Supporting CLASS™ 

Certification, Strengthening CLASS™ Observer Skills, and Supporting Annual Recertification. 

 

 

Local CLASS™ Observation Timeline 

In VQB5, Ready Regions will coordinate two local CLASS™ observations for all publicly funded birth-to-five 

classrooms each year (one in the fall and one in the spring) while simultaneously recruiting, training, and 

supporting local CLASS™ observers. 
 

Summer Fall Observation Cycle Winter Spring Observation 

Analyze observer Coordinate local fall Use information from Coordinate local spring 

capacity for upcoming CLASS™ observation in fall to plan professional CLASS™ observations in 

year and develop plan to every publicly funded development based on every publicly funded 

build observer capacity infant, toddler, and program and classroom infant, toddler, and 

 preschool classroom needs preschool classroom 

 and Family Day Home  and Family Day Home 

r 

Recruit, train, and support local CLASS™ observers 
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Glossary of Terms 

Virginia’s Quality Birth to Five System (VQB5) – A measurement and improvement system that focuses on the 

quality of all publicly funded birth-five classrooms and supports families to choose quality ECCE across different 

program types. All publicly funded providers will be required to participate in VQB5 starting in 2023-2024. 

Publicly Funded – Inclusive of all funding sources that support direct early childhood care and education 

services for young children. These funding sources include Head Start/Early Head Start, Virginia Preschool 

Initiative (VPI), Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE or IDEA Part B, Section 619 preschool), Title I Preschool, 

Virginia’s Child Care Subsidy Program, local child care assistance, the federal Child Care Access Means Parents 

in School (CCAMPIS) program, the VECF Mixed Delivery program, and Federal Department of Defense military 

child fee assistance. 

Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) – A tool for observing and assessing the quality of 

interactions among teachers and children in classrooms. The CLASS™ tool was chosen for use in VQB5 because 

it provides a rigorous and consistent approach to observing and measuring teacher-child interactions. 

Observer(s) – A person who is trained and certified to complete classroom observations using the CLASS™ tool. 

Provider(s) – Encompasses all birth-to-five classrooms, including family day homes, and is used interchangeably 

with early childhood care and education (ECCE) programs and early educators. 

Local CLASS™ Observations – The primary method for gathering classroom level information about the 

quality of teacher-child interactions and providing feedback in VQB5. These observations are coordinated and 

scheduled at the local level through Ready Regions and conducted by locally identified reliable observers, 

including community partners and staff within early childhood programs. 

External CLASS™ Observations – The secondary method to gather information for the state about the accuracy 

and consistency of local observation across Ready Regions. These observations are coordinated and scheduled 

by a contracted external observation team and conducted by externally identified reliable observers. External 

CLASS™ observations are completed in a subset of ECCE classrooms. 

CLASS™ Observer Training – A two-day training where participants gain an in-depth understanding of the 

CLASS™ methodology and prepare to reliably assess interactions using the infant, toddler, or pre-k CLASS™ tool. 

Reliability Test – The test that participants must pass to demonstrate understanding of the CLASS™ tool. 

Participants must complete the full CLASS™ training before they can take the CLASS™ reliability test. 

CLASS™ Certification – CLASS™ certification means the participant has demonstrated a solid understanding of the 

CLASS™ tool, through passing the reliability test, and is qualified to observe classrooms using the CLASS™ tool. 

Quality Improvement – The process of identifying a teacher’s areas for improvement in their interactions with 

children and providing targeted and customized supports to refine practices. 

 

Process and Acknowledgments 

This guide was developed in collaboration with partners across Ready Regions: Marta Szuba, Rebecca Martin, 

Gail Esterman (Ready Region Blue Ridge); Kimberly Reinhard, Susan Goettl, Rhonda Houck Morofsky (Ready 

Region Capital Area); Jodi Roberts, Pam Booker (Ready Region Central); Hilari Devine, Melissa Diamond (Ready 

Region Chesapeake Bay); Courtney Harris, Amudha Mahendiran, Heather Gudowicz (Ready Region North 

Central); Becky Tickle (Ready Region Southside); Jessica Griffith, Catie Sumner (Ready Region West). 
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Process for Building Local CLASS™ Observer Capacity 

In this guide, the process for building local CLASS™ 

observer capacity is broken into six steps: 

1. Identify gaps in observer capacity 
 

2. Recruit new CLASS™ observers 
 

3. Schedule CLASS™ observer trainings 
 

4. Support CLASS™ certification 
 

5. Strengthen CLASS™ observer skills 
 

6. Support annual recertification 

 

 
 

The process for building local CLASS™ observer 

capacity is cyclical and requires continuous 

recruitment, training, and improvement in order to 

support all publicly funded programs in Virginia. 

This guide builds on regional expertise and is 

intended to help Ready Regions with each step of 

the ongoing process. Regions may be at different 

points in the cycle simultaneously due to the ongoing 

nature of building observer capacity. 

 

 

Each section of this guide includes: 
 

 Strategies and considerations: Suggested approaches based on Ready Region partners’ experiences 

building local CLASS™ observer capacity. 

 Tips for implementation: Suggested approaches for practical application of shared strategies. 

Examples from Ready Regions are included to demonstrate success and keep this guide focused on 

practical recommendations. 

 Questions to discuss with your Ready Regions team: Questions regions can reflect on to evaluate the 

effectiveness of each step of the process. Regions can use the reflection question planning document 

to track team discussions. 

 Resources: To help regions implement strategies for each step of the process of building observer 

capacity. 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/195IqRqrf2MZVDQ2VwL20rIRWts46gsfB/edit
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Identifying Gaps in Observer Capacity 

Regions need to understand their existing capacity to support the observation needs of all ECCE programs 

within their region. Each Ready Region should maintain a CLASS™ observer inventory that includes observers’ 

CLASS™ certifications, demographics, and classroom experiences. Regions will use these inventories to identify 

gaps in observer capacity and inform recruitment efforts. 

 

Identifying gaps involves two steps: 

 

1. Cleaning CLASS™ Observer Data 

Ensure observer data is clean and up-to-date so identified observer gaps are accurate. 

 Update certification data. Regions need accurate certification status and expiration dates for each 

observer. If observers’ certifications have expired, update their information by checking the Teachstone 

observer directory or by asking observers to submit their updated certificate. 

 Check for duplicate records. Make sure each observer is only listed once, even if they are certified in 

multiple CLASS™ age levels. If you find duplicates, condense observer data into one record. Make sure 

all certifications, expiration dates, and demographic data are recorded. 

 Remove inactive observers. Regions experience changes in observer capacity for many reasons. 

Regions should remove inactive observers from their observer inventory. Regions should track inactive 

observers in another document in case observers later become active. 

 
 

2. Analyzing CLASS™ Observer Data 

Analyze CLASS™ observer data and identify gaps based on the criteria listed below. Regions will need to have 

these data on observers and providers. 

 Number of certified observers for each age group: Regions need enough observers to support all 

publicly funded infant, toddler, and pre-k classrooms within their region. As a general guideline, regions 

should aim for no more than one observer for every ten classrooms within each age group. Observers 

who are reliable in multiple tools should be included in your analysis for each age group. For help 

calculating observer capacity, use the Worksheet for Analyzing CLASS™ Capacity. 

 Number of observations each observer can complete: Observers will have varying availability to 

complete observations. For example, contractors and Ready Region staff might observe up to 20 

classrooms during each observation period while ECCE Directors may only complete one to two 

observations. Knowing individual observer capacity will help regions calculate overall capacity. 

 The diversity of your regional CLASS™ observer pool: Observers should reflect the diversity of 

providers within your region. Regions can access provider demographic information in LinkB5 by 

downloading the Teacher Registration Report or find community demographic information through the 

US Census. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xAMPAyfVQ2f4uaZYWV0117MKbqWlTtVV/edit?rtpof=true&sd=true&gid=1367254914
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LkUd_wehobvj21GBil0durR6JsMs7ROq/edit#gid%3D1554209818
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/VA
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 Using CLASS™ in all ECCE programs: While CLASS™ can be used reliably across all classroom settings 

including early childhood special education (ECSE), family day homes (FDHs), and those serving dual 

language learners (DLL), there are nuances requiring these settings to be assigned observers who 

have relevant experience. Regions should consider the following: 

» How many ECSE, FDH, or DLL classrooms need to be observed using the infant, toddler, and 

pre-k tools? Because FDHs serve mixed age groups, observers in FDH need to be certified in 

multiple age groups. 

» How many classrooms are inclusive and how many are self-contained? 

» What is the primary language spoken in the classrooms that need to be observed? 

» What type of ECSE FDH, or DLL experience do observers have? 
 

 Number of providers who will conduct internal observations: A key strategy for implementing 

VQB5 is to train providers to conduct CLASS™ observations within the ECCE programs where they are 

employed (such as principals, administrators, directors/assistant directors, coordinators, and coaches). 

Knowing which programs will be conducting their own internal observations will help you accurately 

calculate how many other classrooms and programs will need their Ready Region to provide observers. 

 
 

 
 

Ready Region Southwest created a CLASS™ Observer Contact Info survey using google surveys in 

Fall 2021. The survey collects observers’ contact information, certification status and expiration dates, 

program affiliation (if applicable), race/ethnicity, and experience with ECSE programs or FDHs. 
 

 

 

inventories once a month to include new local CLASS™ observers and update certification 

dates. This also allows regions to monitor observer certifications that will soon expire and 

keep accurate observer counts. 

identify a point person responsible for regularly updating records. 

observers at least twice a year. Ready Regions can duplicate this survey template or create 

their own observer survey. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1M_ZqsV3P_FPKZ4s21DzO5H4iZtp78H_seVwW8eT6V4E/edit?usp=sharing
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 How many observers are needed to complete observations 

in all publicly funded infant, toddler, and pre-k classrooms 

within our region? 

Questions to discuss with  How can we identify the number of FDHs and ECSE 

your Ready Regions team: classrooms, the languages spoken in ECCE classrooms, 

and demographic composition of our providers and 

communities? 

 What additional information do we need to match programs 

to observers that can meet their needs? 

 

Resources: 
 

 CLASS™ Observer Inventory - Template 
 

 Worksheet for Analyzing CLASS™ Capacity 
 

 CLASS™ Observer Demographic Survey – Template 

 

 

 

Recruiting New CLASS™ Observers 

People across varying roles can successfully complete local observer responsibilities. Local CLASS™ observers 

typically fall into one of the categories outlined below. 

1. Internal CLASS™ observers – Internal observers work within programs and complete the local 

CLASS™ observations for their staff. Being a CLASS™ trained observer can also help providers identify 

professional development needs for teachers within their program. 

2. Contract CLASS™ observers – When programs cannot complete their own observations, regions will 

need to send in an outside observer to complete their local observations. One option is to contract with 

individual observers. These contractors can complete observations across different programs and are a 

great resource for programs who prefer feedback from an observer outside of their staff. 

3. Ready Regions Staff & Partners – Lead organization staff and regional partners are another resource 

for completing local observations. They provide the same benefits as contracted CLASS™ observers and 

may have the observation cost covered by their existing job responsibilities. 

 

Each type of local observer provides different benefits for Ready Regions to consider and recruitment 

approaches may vary based on the role of potential observers. This section includes considerations, 

recruitment strategies, and tips for recruiting each type of observer. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xAMPAyfVQ2f4uaZYWV0117MKbqWlTtVV/edit#gid%3D1367254914
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LkUd_wehobvj21GBil0durR6JsMs7ROq/edit?rtpof=true&sd=true&gid=1554209818
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1M_ZqsV3P_FPKZ4s21DzO5H4iZtp78H_seVwW8eT6V4E/edit
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1. Recruiting Internal Observers 

Internal observers are observers who conduct the local CLASS™ observations at their own program. This role is 

typically held by administrators or directors/assistant directors but can include teachers, coordinators, coaches, and 

other staff. 

It’s important that internal observers understand VQB5 requirements and are committed to completing 

observations. Consider the following questions when recruiting internal observers: 

 Do they understand the requirements for VQB5 observations? 

 Do they have the capacity to complete two observations for each classroom each year? 

 If the potential observer is a teacher, will there be any conflict with observing other teachers? 

 Would this provider be able/willing to observe staff from other programs? 

 

Note: Providers are not required to complete their own observations. There may be instances where an 

internal observer does not have the availability to complete observations for their program or would prefer to 

have an outside observer complete them. Ready Regions should be prepared to match those programs with an 

outside observer. 

 

Educators in Virginia have shared that a lack of diversity in the CLASS™ observer pool 

creates skepticism about the tool. Recruiting CLASS™ observers who reflect the diversity of 

families, 

observer recruitment efforts to ensure you are recruiting across a variety of 

experiences and 

following questions: 

 How will we ensure we’re recruiting observers from various races and ethnicities that 

reflect  
 

within our region? 

 Are we seeing increased diversity among observer training participants as a result? 
 

  
 

 How can we connect with providers/contractors with experience in special education 

settings? 

 What partners in our region can help us connect with a wider diversity of providers? 
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Strategies to Recruit Internal Observers 

Direct outreach 

Ready Regions indicate relationships and individual outreach are the most 

effective recruitment strategy. Direct outreach helps regions tailor discussions 

to programs’ individual needs. Connect with Ready Region staff and quality 

improvement partners to learn who has existing relationships with programs in your 

region and coordinate outreach efforts. This could include individualized emails, 

phone calls, or visits to the program. See Tips for Implementation for helpful talking 

points. 

Mass Emails 

Mass emails allow regions to cast a wide net for recruitment by contacting multiple 

providers at once and are a great addition to direct outreach. These emails can 

include information about the benefits of becoming an internal CLASS™ observer and 

details for upcoming training opportunities. See this example from Ready Region 

Capital Area and Tips for Implementation for helpful talking points. 

   Target outreach to        
   school districts 

School districts are great resources for internal observers due to their staffing 

structures and VPI requirements to complete CLASS™ observations 2x a year. Internal 

observations can be completed by Vice Principals, coaches, ECSE coordinators, 

Reading Specialists, Instructional Coaches, and more. Talk to VPI programs about 

how they completed required CLASS™ observations before VQB5. 

   Organize CLASS™  
   panel discussions 

CLASS™ panel discussions are a great opportunity to hear directly from providers 

who have completed local CLASS™ observations. Regions can share the 

Strengthening Quality Interactions Panel Discussion Webinar hosted by VDOE 

or create their own CLASS™ panel discussion using the guidance document and 

PowerPoint template created for Ready Regions. 

   Organize  
   informational 
   sessions 

Offer info sessions targeted to providers. If you already meet regularly with 

providers, use one of those sessions to discuss the benefits of completing your 

own  CLASS™ observations, explain training requirements and responsibilities, 

and share information about upcoming trainings. Ask a provider who already 

completes local observations to share their experience with the group. 

 

Early childhood educators represent a racially and ethnically diverse workforce and typically match 

will also help broaden the perspectives of Ready Region CLASS™ observer communities and provide 

cultural backgrounds. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12C21TxZPfqxrL3PD6FelvlAcLa6UATD0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12C21TxZPfqxrL3PD6FelvlAcLa6UATD0/view?usp=sharing
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/_tfJacUQ5jVwYrRKZF3R7ab4iwC0KIyYBBtxfuX29u4GsrKBUdla1Y_vGzerKOI9Jzk3M3WxE7dUEg9m.IFa3eKfZgvKpvz4X?autoplay=true&startTime=1653494520000
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QgQB_ad-j8HOVqeg-BZixWlKUa8V1r1Fls67Iep12yc/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SL-PiD479Vu4XijGbR9nMwm0-hcMAJb8a-vMcbgZ19Y/edit#slide%3Did.p1
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Strategies to Recruit Internal Observers 

Contact ECCE 

membership 

organizations in 

your region 

Contact ECCE organizations to discuss opportunities to connect directly with their 

membership, such as including information in member newsletters or attending 

upcoming meetings. The organizations listed below include providers from across 

the state. Regions should also contact regional and local ECCE membership 

organizations, such as community colleges, universities, United Ways, YMCAs, 

and others offering ECCE services or supports. 

 Northern Virginia Association for the Education of Young Children (NVAEYC) & 

Virginia Association for the Education of Young Children (VAAEYC) 

 Virginia Child Care Association 

 Virginia Head Start Association 

 Virginia Alliance for Family Child Care Associations 

 Child Care Aware of Virginia & the regional Child Care Resource Centers 

 
 

https://www.nvaeyc.org/
https://vaaeyc.org/
https://www.virginiachild.org/
https://headstartva.org/
https://www.vafcca.net/
https://vachildcare.com/about-us/child-care-resource-centers/
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Tips for Implementation 

 Emphasize the benefits: Providers might be more persuaded to become CLASS™ observers if they know how it 

will benefit their program. Explain that being CLASS™ trained can help providers identify professional development 

needs and better support their teachers. Other helpful talking points include: 

» More consistent observations 

» Fewer people visiting their program 

» Less coordination needed with Ready Regions organizations 

» More opportunities to see what’s going on in their program’s classrooms 

 Develop a screening process: Some Ready Regions have found it helpful to develop a screening process for 

CLASS™ observer trainings. The following list includes sample prerequisites that regions could use to help screen 

out providers who may not yet be ready to complete the CLASS™ observer training. 

» Has the provider completed an introduction to CLASS™ training (ex. CLASS™ Primer for Leaders online 

course, Intro to CLASS™ training conducted by an affiliate trainer, High Quality Interactions module)? 

» Has the provider been exposed to the CLASS™ tool in other ways (ex. coaching and TA support)? 

» Does the provider have the time and capacity to complete CLASS™ observations for their program 

(ex. is the provider consistently covering classrooms due to staffing shortages)? 

» Has the provider said they would complete annual recertification in order to continue completing local 

CLASS™ observations in the future? 

 Have observers sign a commitment agreement: Develop an agreement that details local observer expectations, 

including observation and data entry requirements. Have providers read and sign the agreement to complete 

the responsibilities of an internal CLASS™ observer before scheduling their observation training. (See example 

agreements in the Appendix.) 

 Provide a financial incentive: Provide a stipend for attending the observer training and/or successfully completing 

observer certification, dependent on available funding, and share this information during recruitment. Incentive 

details can be included in the observer agreement. (See additional details under the Organizing CLASS™ Observer 

Trainings and Supporting CLASS™ Certification section) 

 Offer a hybrid approach to completing internal observations: A hybrid approach allows providers to complete 

a few internal observations and have an outside observer complete the remaining observations. Over time, the 

provider may be able to complete more observations. 

 Pay for renewal: Providers may be concerned about the cost of annual recertification. Budget to cover the cost of 

internal observers’ recertification and communicate that benefit throughout the recruitment process. 

 Use materials as incentives: Offer to purchase extra CLASS™ materials for programs that complete their own 

observations. 

 Allow time to find program coverage: Recruit providers 1-2 months ahead of the scheduled training so 

participants have time to coordinate classroom coverage. 

 Create a substitute teacher pool to provide coverage: Track or develop a substitute teacher pool to float around 

programs and provide coverage during trainings and observations. 

 Identify programs that work together: Programs that work together may be able to share an internal CLASS™ 

observer. Ask partner programs to identify a staff member who could support both programs. 

https://store.teachstone.com/a-class-primer-for-leaders/
https://store.teachstone.com/a-class-primer-for-leaders/
https://vecf.org/quality-improvement-modules/
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2. Recruiting CLASS™ Contractors 

Ready Regions lead organizations will need to identify outside observers to complete observations for programs 

that can’t complete their own observations. One option is to contract with individual observers within your 

region. This section details strategies for recruiting existing CLASS™ observers and training new observers to 

complete contracted observations. 

 

Identify and recruit existing CLASS™ observers 

Each Ready Region likely has existing CLASS™ observers that are not yet supporting local CLASS™ observations. 

Regions can identify many of these observers using the Teachstone CLASS™ observer directories: 

 The Certified CLASS™ Directory is a private directory that is only available to other CLASS™ observers. 

This directory typically has the most comprehensive list of observers, though not all observers. If an 

observer does not appear in the Certified CLASS™ Directory, they can update their privacy settings by 

following these directions. 

 The CLASS™ Observer Directory for Organizations is publicly available and contains the contact 

information for a subset of CLASS™ observers who opted to publicly share their observer status. This 

list is not as exhaustive as the Certified CLASS™ directory but it may include observers who want to 

be contacted by organizations looking for contracted observers. Regions can use the Accessing 

Teachstone CLASS™ Directories instructions to access both directories. 

 

 

 

 
 

Strategies to Recruit Existing Contract Observers 

Contact observers from the CLASS™ directories 

Email all observers in your region who are not already supporting VQB5. If anyone in your Ready Regions 

organization has a relationship with an existing observer, have them contact that person individually. Include 

information about VQB5 and requirements to become a local CLASS™ observer. Regions can also contact 

observers from other states to complete observations via live stream or video recordings. 

Hold an informational session for existing observers 

Schedule an info session for existing observers who are interested in supporting local CLASS™ observations. 

Share information about VQB5, requirements for local CLASS™ observers, and compensation using the 

PowerPoint template created for Ready Regions. 

 
 

Every Ready Region serves children, families, and providers who speak languages other than 

English. If your region does not have observers who can support programs’ language needs, search 

travel and stay for the length of time needed to observe all bilingual 

programs. Regions could also contract with out-of-state multilingual observers to complete 

remote live observations or code recorded observations. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r_oviE5bVEOBsY9HX84EOVBQ4lc5Brm4/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_t-80wGwcg8MnVQeaIdRt229KRFTYfkN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_t-80wGwcg8MnVQeaIdRt229KRFTYfkN/view
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SIi5yazCp-hXIZ6Aw7nBRjOw9nF3W5l2/edit?rtpof=true&sd=true
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Strategies to Recruit Existing Contract Observers 

Post in the Teachstone CLASS™ Learning Community Job Board 

The Teachstone CLASS™ Learning Community has a job board that is available to all observers. Post 

contract details including location, duration of contract, CLASS™ experience you are looking for, and 

compensation. 

Post in the Teachstone CLASS™ Learning Community Discussion Board 

The CLASS™ Learning Community also includes a discussion board where observers can post questions for 

other observers or start a discussion. Regions can post about becoming a local CLASS™ observer in the 

discussion board in addition to the job board. 
 

 

 

Ready Region North Central contacted all existing observers in the North Central area in June 2022 

and organized an info session for anyone interested in supporting local CLASS™ observations. The 

session included information about the observation process, feedback requirements, and data entry 

requirements. 

 

 

Train new CLASS™ observers 

Each region has people within their community who are good candidates to become contracted CLASS™ 

observers. Regions have successfully expanded observer capacity by recruiting from the following communities: 

 Retired teachers and administrators – Retired teachers and administrators may be interested in 

continuing part time work in early childhood. Include early elementary teachers (K-3) and elementary 

school administrators in your recruitment efforts. 

 Substitute teachers – Substitute teachers may be interested in completing local CLASS™ observations 

on the days they are not substituting. 

 Educators at part time programs – Some ECCE educators only work a few days a week and may be 

interested in contracting for CLASS™ observations on the other days of the week. 

 University and Community College students – Virginia has 66 postsecondary institutions with 

undergraduate and graduate students. Students may be interested in part time work that would also 

provide experience within classrooms. Training on CLASS™ will also help them provide high-quality 

interactions in their own practice. Consider recruiting from additional fields such as psychology, 

sociology, and elementary education. 

 Early childhood advocacy organizations – Virginia has many organizations committed to ensuring 

equitable opportunities are available for all families and children. Contact organizational partners within 

your region to discuss the possibility of staff supporting local CLASS™ observations. Visit the Alliance for 

Early Success’s Virginia page for a look at the full landscape. 

 Local community and volunteer groups – Contact local community and volunteer organizations in 

your region who work with children and families, such as YMCAs, United Ways, and community centers. 

Search for Virginia Volunteer Centers in your region. 

https://research.schev.edu/Institutions
https://earlysuccess.org/virginia
https://earlysuccess.org/virginia
https://virginiaservice.virginia.gov/volunteering/volunteer-centers/
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 Other human service organizations – Regions can partner with other human service organizations to 

identify and recruit observers from their field who are either currently employed or retired. Use the links 

below to find human service organizations in your region. 

» Home visiting programs 

» Chambers of Commerce 

» Departments of Health 

» Department of Social Services 

 

 

Ready Region Southside includes a local CLASS™ observer “call for interest” during observation 

trainings. That allows the region to get word out to providers who might be interested in completing 

contracted observations outside of their programs. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Strategies to Recruit New Contract Observers 

Post Job Advertisements 

Post ads for contracted CLASS™ observer positions in regional newspapers and on local job search websites, 

such a ConnectVA. See sample job posting in the Appendix. 

Schedule regular meetings with community partners 

Observer recruitment and training is an ongoing process and will require regular communication with 

community partners. Schedule regular check-ins to discuss and refine recruitment strategies to meet the 

needs of each sector and identify upcoming recruitment opportunities. 

Partner with university and community college instructors 

Ask higher education instructors to allow Ready Regions to present to their early childhood classes. 

Emphasize the experience it will give students if they are studying to be early childhood educators. If you 

have an existing relationship with an instructor, they may be able to present the information themselves. 

Contact ECCE member organizations in your region (see page 9) 

Contact the member organizations referenced on page 8 to reach retired or part time educators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Virginia is home to five Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) in Ready Regions 

to increase the diversity of CLASS™ observers in your region. 

https://www.earlyimpactva.org/directory
https://www.uschamber.com/co/chambers/virginia
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/health-department-locator/
https://www.dss.virginia.gov/
https://www.connectva.org/
https://hbcuconnect.com/hbcu/state/virginia
https://www.vccs.edu/
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In Ready Region Southside, a FDH provider who works four days a week is able to complete 

local CLASS™ observations for other FDH providers on her off day. This helped build overall 

CLASS™ observer capacity and capacity to support FDHs. 

 

 

 
 

Tips for Implementation 

 Check the Teachstone CLASS™ observer directories regularly: Ensure your region is aware 

of all new and potential observers in your area by checking the CLASS™ directories monthly. 

 Emphasize flexibility: Many contractors are drawn to work that provides flexible hours and 

scheduling. Emphasize the flexibility contracted local CLASS™ observers have, including 

determining the number of observations they will complete. 

 Ask for observer preference: Some contractors may not feel comfortable completing 

observations in settings they are not familiar with. Ask contractors for their observation 

preferences during the recruitment process. 

 Train contractors on all three age levels, including existing observers: Being trained on all 

three age levels allows observers to be flexible when completing local CLASS™ observations. 

Plan to train all new contractors on each age level and train existing observers on age levels in 

which they are not currently certified. 

 Develop a plan for virtual observations: Develop back-up plans for conducting 

livestreamed or video recorded observations in the event of observer shortages. Review 

Teachstone’s recommendations here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pdrjlCmqcPPY_q_4qlcQ_W5iJXiLPbuQ?usp=sharing
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3. Training Ready Region Lead Organization Staff & Regional Partners 

Another option for completing observations is to build observer capacity amongst your Ready Region staff and 

regional partners. Investing in Ready Region lead organization staff will build observer capacity and build overall 

CLASS™ knowledge, and many Ready Region staff and quality improvement partners already have observations 

included in their job responsibilities. 

 

 

Tips for Implementation 

 Include CLASS™ observations in agency job descriptions: As you create jobs in your agency, 

include completing CLASS™ observations as a job responsibility. 

 Train staff on all three age levels: Increase capacity amongst your staff by training everyone 

to be reliable on infant, toddler, and pre-k tools. This will increase your capacity across all age 

levels and allow staff to be flexible when conducting observations in the field. 

 Train staff to be affiliate trainers: Having staff who are CLASS™ affiliate trainers is a great way 

to increase expertise amongst your staff and equip your office to continuously add to your 

CLASS™ observer pool. 

  Identify existing partnerships: Match Ready Region staff and regional partners with programs 

with whom they have established relationships. 

 Capitalize on organizational expertise: Connect partners with programs that will benefit 

from their area of expertise. For example, assign Infant & Toddler Specialists Network (ITSN) 

Specialists to programs with infant and toddler classrooms and Training and Technical 

Assistance Center (TTAC) partners to ECSE programs and classrooms. 

 

 
 

 

 
 Which regional partners can help us recruit more 

CLASS™ observers? 

Questions to discuss with  Which communities are represented in our observer 

your Ready Regions team: recruitment efforts and which are still absent (both 

geographic and demographic)? 

 What strategies have successfully recruited the most 

observers? Which strategies have not been effective? 

 

Resources: 
 

 CLASS™ panel guidance and PowerPoint template 
 

 Accessing Teachstone CLASS™ Directories 
 

 CLASS™ recruitment PowerPoint template 

Questions to discuss with 
your Ready Regions team: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QgQB_ad-j8HOVqeg-BZixWlKUa8V1r1Fls67Iep12yc/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SL-PiD479Vu4XijGbR9nMwm0-hcMAJb8a-vMcbgZ19Y/edit#slide%3Did.p1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_t-80wGwcg8MnVQeaIdRt229KRFTYfkN/view
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SIi5yazCp-hXIZ6Aw7nBRjOw9nF3W5l2/edit#slide%3Did.g10df171c629_0_12
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Organizing CLASS™ Observer Trainings 

After regions have recruited candidates for CLASS™ Observation certification, they will need to organize CLASS™ 

observation trainings. Regions will need to 1) identify training dates, 2) select the CLASS™ trainer and training 

structure, and 3) encourage participants to complete observer trainings. 

 
 

 
 

When scheduling CLASS™ observer trainings, regions will need to consider participants’ availability, location, 

access to the internet, language, and style of learning. This section contains descriptions, benefits, and 

challenges for different approaches to each step for organizing observer trainings. 

 

 

1. Identify training dates 

Most regions use a combination of scheduling recurring observation trainings and scheduling observation 

trainings as needed. This could look like scheduling a standing training every month and scheduling 

supplemental trainings in between based on interest and demand. This helps providers and contractors 

anticipate upcoming trainings and allows the region to stay responsive to the demand for training. The example 

below demonstrates what a hybrid schedule might look like. 
 

Training Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. 

Recurring 

Trainings 
(first week 

of each 

month) 

 

 
Infant 

 

 
Toddler 

 

 
Pre-K 

 

 
Infant 

 

 
Toddler 

 

 
Pre-K 

 
 

Additional 

Trainings 

Infant 

(Aug. 15-16) 

Pre-K 

(Sept. 8-9) 
Toddler 

(Oct. 7-8) 
TBD TBD TBD 

Pre-K 

(Aug. 22-23) 

Toddler 

(Sept. 25-26) 

 

 

Ready Region North Central offers a monthly recurring training that cycles between each CLASS™ 

age level. This allows providers and contractors to know that if they miss an infant training, another 

one is scheduled two months later. 

1 
Identify 

Training Dates 

2 
Select CLASS™ trainer 

and training structure 

3 
Encourage participants 

to complete observer 

trainings 
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Tips for Implementation 

 Start small: Start with no more than one monthly recurring observation training to determine if 

there is demand for each training. If you find that each monthly observation training is regularly 

filled, consider scheduling more frequent recurring trainings. 

 Continuously assess training needs and demand: Regions will need to remain flexible with 

training scheduling as demand and needs may change over time. For example, Ready Region 

Chesapeake Bay first scheduled recurring Pre-K trainings every other month but realized demand 

was higher for Toddler trainings. As a result, the region changed their training schedule and 

offered more Toddler trainings. 

 Offer trainings on different days of the week: Schedule trainings for various days and times so 

participants can select the option that works best with their individual schedule. 

 Schedule trainings on weekends: Regions should explore scheduling trainings over the weekend 

to ensure that all participants have options that accommodate their availability. Participants may be 

more likely to attend trainings scheduled for Friday-Saturday, which would likely only require 

adjusting work schedules for one day instead of two. 

 Schedule trainings over long weekends: Schedule trainings on Friday and Saturday of a 

three-day weekend, such as Memorial Day or Labor Day. The extended weekend allows 

participants to join the training and still have two days left in the weekend. 

 

 

2. Select CLASS™ trainer & training structure 

Regions need to identify a trainer and structure for each observer training. Regions do not need to use one 

single approach for all trainings and are encouraged to use different options to best meet the needs of 

participants. Consider the benefits and challenges detailed below. 

Identify a CLASS™ Trainer: Regions can schedule trainings through Teachstone or coordinate with a Virginia 

CLASS™ Affiliate Trainer. Many regions schedule the majority of trainings through Virginia CLASS™ Affiliate 

Trainers while others use a combination of Affiliates and Teachstone trainers to meet regional training needs. 
 

Trainer Description Benefits Challenges 

Virginia Affiliate 

CLASS™ Trainers 

Certified CLASS™ trainers 

who support quality 

improvement in Virginia 

 Most cost effective 

 Intimate knowledge of 

ECCE in Virginia 

 May not be available 

for the dates you 

need 

 and provide CLASS™ 

trainings at a reduced 

cost 

 Can weave 

information about 

VQB5 into CLASS™ 

observer trainings 

 Regions may not have 

enough participants 

to schedule a full 

training 

    Majority of trainers 

only speak English 

https://docs.zoho.com/ws/pulse/file/gnw9s94968a9fb6bf4c9c89e8d65c871d2018
https://docs.zoho.com/ws/pulse/file/gnw9s94968a9fb6bf4c9c89e8d65c871d2018
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Trainer Description Benefits Challenges 

Teachstone 

CLASS™ Trainers 

Certified CLASS™ trainers 

who provide trainings 

through Teachstone 

 Regions can send 

individual participants 

to a scheduled 

Teachstone training 

 Can conduct trainings 

in Spanish 

 Typically require more 

advanced notice (6-8 

weeks) 

 Can be more difficult 

to coordinate 

 

Determine training structure: CLASS™ observer trainings can be delivered either in-person, virtually, or 

through a hybrid option. Regions can utilize a combination of training structures so participants can select the 

version that best meets their training needs, including access and learning styles. 
 

Training 

Structure 

 

Description 
 

Benefits 
 

Challenges 

In-person 

Training 

Two full days of training 

where participants and 

trainers meet in the same 

physical location 

Best for participants who: 

 Prefer in-person 

learning 

 Don’t have internet 

access 

 Helps with 

engagement and 

content understanding 

 Trainers can see 

participants’ score 

sheets and better 

understand who 

needs additional 

support 

 Requires two consecutive 

full days of training 

 Travel time and costs 

Virtual 

Training 

Two full days of training 

facilitated through an 

online meeting platform 

Best for participants who: 

 Have limited mobility 

or cannot travel 

 Participants can 

join across different 

localities 

 Does not require 

travel time and costs 

 Participants with cameras 

off may not be paying 

attention 

 Trainers have a harder 

time identifying who is 

struggling with the content 

 Internet access, particularly 

for remote locations 

Hybrid 

training 

Three partial days of 

virtual training that 

combines independent 

work and facilitated 

training 

Best for participants who: 

 Have less schedule 

flexibility 

 Reduced daily training 

time 

 Can only be conducted by 

Teachstone trainers 

 Participants may not 

complete independent 

online learning 
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Ready Region Blue Ridge requires participants to pass certification for the tool they are currently 

training on before they can register for another training. For example, if a participant has recently 

completed training for the infant tool but has not yet completed certification, Blue Ridge will not allow 

them to register for an observer training for the toddler or pre-k tool. This helps participants focus 

certification efforts on one tool at a time and spaces out future recertification efforts. 

 
 

3. Encourage participants to complete observer trainings 

Not all participants who register for the training end up completing the training. Ready Regions have found the 

following strategies helpful to ensure participants complete the observer training. 
 

Strategies to Encourage Participants to Complete Trainings 

Create a participant agreement 

Many Ready Regions have developed agreements that participants must sign in order to register 

and complete the observer training. These agreements ensure participants are aware of the training 

requirements and expectations going into the training and may increase the likelihood of participants 

successfully completing the training. See sample agreement in the Appendix. 

Require participants to pay for trainings they don’t complete 

Some regions require participants to pay for the training if they do not complete the full two-day training. 

Send calendar invites for training dates 

Send a calendar invitation for CLASS™ observer training so the training dates stay on their radar. 

 

 

 

maximize participation. 

 

 

registering for more trainings than they have the time to successfully complete. 
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Ready Region West requires participants to pay for the cost of training if they do not complete the 

full two days of training. If the participant is able to attend a future training, the region will transfer their 

registration to the future training. 

 

 

 

 

Strategies to Encourage Participants to Complete Trainings 

Provide a financial incentive for completing the training 

Provide gift cards or stipends to participants who complete observer training, dependent on available 

funding. Regions can require that observers complete all training requirements in order to receive the 

stipend, including independent work requirements for hybrid trainings. Regions should inform participants that 

this funding is to help with VQB5 start-up and may not be available for future observer trainings. Example 

stipend scenarios provided below. 

Communicate regularly 

Stay in regular communication so participants know training dates, logistics, and expectations. Have a training 

template prepared to easily communicate all details to participants. 

 Six to eight weeks before training: Identify training participants and share training dates and 

requirements 

 Three weeks before training: Confirm participation and tell participants who will be following up 

with training logistics (VA Affiliate Trainer or Teachstone) 

 Week of training: Send training reminder and re-share training expectations. 

 

Tips for Implementation 

 Include participant training agreements in all communication: Outline the requirements 

for observer training participants, including the expectations for completing the training and 

certification. Include these expectations in all communication to participants. 

 Emphasize continuous learning: Provide encouragement throughout the registration process. 

Share that participants will be supported with the certification process after the training is 

complete and that certified observers receive ongoing improvement support. 

 Confirm participation before ordering materials: Check in with observers at least three 

weeks before each training to ensure they are still able to participate and only order materials 

after confirming participation. 
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 What barriers to participation have our planned trainings 

Questions to discuss with not accounted for (ex. travel, internet access)? 

your Ready Regions team: 
 Which trainings have had the highest participation rate? 

 What is our region’s plan for participants who do not 

complete observation trainings? 

 

Resources: 
 

 Virtual CLASS™ Observer Training Tips and Recommendations 

 

 

Supporting CLASS™ Certification 

Participants must pass the CLASS™ observer reliability test (also referred to as CLASS™ certification) in order to 

become a certified observer. Participants have eight weeks to complete their reliability testing and up to three 

attempts at passing certification. Participants’ trainers will be the best source of support but Ready Regions can 

provide supplemental support by partnering with trainers. 

This section includes 1) recommended resources to share with participants to support certification efforts and 

2) recommendations for follow-up support. Regions can use the CLASS™ Training Tracking Spreadsheet to 

track participants who are currently attempting certification and the Post-Training Follow-Up Checklist to track 

individualized outreach. 

 

1. Sharing Resources 

Teachstone has resources available on the Teachstone website and in the CLASS™ Resource Village. Ready 

Regions have found the resources listed below to be the most helpful for supporting certification efforts. 

1. Share the Teachstone Reliability Support page and reliability test tips. Teachstone has developed 

several resources to support observers throughout the reliability process. Regions have also found it 

helpful to share the Teachstone Blog. 

2. Remind participants of the CLASS™ Resource Village for support on specific CLASS™ dimensions. All 

observer training participants have access to the CLASS™ Resource Village, which participants can use 

to find guidance on specific CLASS™ dimensions or domains. 

3. Remind participants of the video library and practice coding videos: Each participant has access to 

a video library with dimension exemplars and practice coding videos. These videos can be helpful for 

participants who want additional coding practice before attempting certification. If funding is available, 

regions can offer to purchase an additional calibration video before taking the test. 

4. Share personal tips from completing CLASS™ reliability testing. Share resources that helped you 

better understand difficult domains or dimensions and test taking tips, tricks, and strategies helped you 

become CLASS™ certified. 

 

Questions to discuss with 
your Ready Regions team: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LrlmBJlK6vqyV6fBX4xNIM7NX3cKEFPT/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wcd1Udbpn0XqFh3am2SjXKiSqjfDIlAM/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113760718072640789708&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1arqzuQPFDpOximIoYE_1UR4jHVZy0DWh/view?usp=sharing
https://teachstone.com/reliability-support/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g9dDjXS8QhvL0LD3UQ5acwsMgL0uVrW8/view
https://info.teachstone.com/blog
https://learn.teachstone.com/course/view.php?id=196
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5. Share resources for the CLASS™ dimensions that participants struggled with. Trainers can use their 

individualized knowledge to share additional resources to help participants better understand those 

dimensions before attempting certification. 

 

Ready Region North Central utilizes Padlet to help organize and condense helpful resources by age 

group. The Padlets include resources for notetaking, reliability testing, coding, and resources created 

and shared during observer trainings. This streamlines resources for participants and helps them 

more easily find the support they need. 

 Example Infant Training Padlet 
 

 Example Toddler Training Padlet 
 

 Example Pre-K Training Padlet 

 
 

 

 
 

 

2. Following Up with Training Participants 

Regions may need to follow up with participants after observer training to ensure they attempt certification. 

Follow-up supports are broken into two timeframes: the first week after completing the CLASS™ observer 

training and ongoing support two to eight weeks after the training. The visual below provides an overview of the 

timeline Ready Region agencies/CLASS™ trainers and CLASS™ training participants should take throughout the 

8-week period to help participants reach reliability. 
 

 

 

 

 Don’t overwhelm participants: Keep resources simple. Focus on resources that will help 

 

https://padlet.com/amudhajm/q69vgn3p9crr5u3h
https://padlet.com/amudhajm/bs8oeljh42jszcv6
https://padlet.com/amudhajm/3ij4sv25lvwmjoy
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First week after completing the CLASS™ Observer training 

Reach out within one week after the observer training to offer support and remind participants to start working 

on their CLASS™ reliability test. Coordinate outreach with CLASS™ trainers to ensure participants receive 

comprehensive supports. 

 

Strategies to Support Certification – Week 1 

Acknowledge and validate any stress participants are feeling 

Participants may be anxious about taking the reliability test. Remind them that if they do not pass the first 

time, there are still two more attempts and supports are available. 

Discuss test taking habits and common pitfalls 

Participants commonly code too many videos in one day, don’t watch the videos all the way through, or wait 

until the last week to complete their first attempt. Discuss this with participants and remind them to review the 

Tips and Reminders for Reliability Testing Success and Understanding Your Coding Tendencies. 

Remind participants of training agreements 

Remind participants of the training agreements they committed to at the beginning of the training, which 

stipulated all participants will attempt certification. 

Provide a financial incentive for completing certification 

Provide participants with a stipend for attempting certification and an additional stipend for successfully 

passing certification, dependent on available funding. Example stipend scenarios provided below. 

Scenario 1: Participants receive $50 for attempting at least one certification test and an additional $100 for 

passing certification 

Scenario 2: Participants receive $50 for each attempted certification (possibility of up to three) and an 

additional $50 for passing certification. 

Scenario 3: Participants receive $150 for passing certification. Participants who did not pass certification 

receive $100 only if they attempted all three tests. 

Help participants develop a plan to complete reliability testing 

Many participants wait too long to take the reliability test. Developing a plan for preparation and testing will 

better position participants to pass the reliability test, as outlined in the helpful resource 10 Things to Do 

Before (and During) Your Reliability Testing. 

Help the program find coverage if it is needed 

Help providers find classroom coverage to free up their time to complete their test preparation and reliability 

test. If the participant is a teacher, coordinate with the director to cover their classroom while the teacher 

studies and completes their CLASS™ certification. 

Create a Community of Practice 

Create a community of practice so participants can stay connected, ask questions, and seek support 

throughout the certification window. These communities can be led by the trainer or by a CLASS™ certified 

Ready Region staff member. Communities of practice should be led by certified observers who reflect the 

diversity of training participants. 

https://class.teachstone.com/docs/pdf/reliability-tips.pdf
https://class.teachstone.com/docs/pdf/coding_tendencies.pdf
https://info.teachstone.com/blog/so-you-think-youre-ready-for-your-class-reliability-test-ten-things-to-do-before-testing
https://info.teachstone.com/blog/so-you-think-youre-ready-for-your-class-reliability-test-ten-things-to-do-before-testing
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Participants in Ready Region Central submit a down payment on their CLASS™ training that 

is returned to them once they pass certification. 

 

 

 

Tips for Implementation 

 Emphasize benefits of completing their own observations: Remind providers of the benefits of 

completing their own observations. Regions have found the following talking points to be 

persuasive: 

» Completing observations enables program administrators to better support their 

teachers and provide individualized support 

» CLASS™ provides a lens for classroom observations that program administrators are 

already completing 

» Being an observer will help providers identify professional development needs for 

their program 

» In-depth knowledge of CLASS™ will help providers share quality information with 

families 

» If a contracted observer completes CLASS™ observations, it may not always be with 

the same observer 

» More streamlined observation scheduling 

 Remind participants of the opportunity to complete contracted observations: Remind 

participants that they could complete paid contracted observations outside of their program if 

they successfully pass CLASS™ observer certification. 

 Give participants a certificate of professional recognition: Recognize participants’ 

accomplishments by creating a certificate that they can display in their classroom or program. 

Regions can use this certificate template or create their own. 

 Recognize new CLASS™ observer publicly: Celebrate newly certified CLASS™ observers in 

local newspapers, regional newsletters, or on social media. See sample social media posts in 

the appendix. 

 

  

n 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E7t6xWABM8zzcRYAIilAeBt-jFgfESyv/edit
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Ongoing support two to eight weeks after training 

Send reliability test reminders throughout the remaining 8-week testing window and remind participants of the 

plans they developed. 
 

 

Strategies to Support Certification – Week 2-8 

Reach out every one to two weeks to check on reliability progress 

Reach out either through email or phone every one to two weeks to check on their progress. Help them 

make adjustments if they are behind on their reliability plan. This is also a great opportunity to check for 

understanding of the tool and share additional resources for specific dimensions. 

Check for the first reliability attempt after two weeks 

Participants should have completed their first reliability attempt within the first two weeks. If they haven’t 

completed the first attempt, help them find time in their schedule to do so within the next week. Participants may 

also put off reliability testing because they are still struggling with the content and could benefit from receiving 

one-on-one support, such as the supports detailed in the next bullet point. 

Offer intensive support in weeks six to eight of reliability testing window 

Participants may need more hands-on support if they haven’t achieved reliability 6 weeks into their testing 

window. Schedule a time for you or another CLASS™ expert to sit down with them and talk through what 

they’re struggling with or utilize the approaches detailed below. 

 Remind them to reach out to their trainers. Their CLASS™ trainer can provide additional support on 

domains/dimensions, coding reminders, test taking recommendations, and common pitfalls to avoid. 

 Connect participants with local CLASS™ observers or coaches for additional support. Connect 

participants with local CLASS™ observers in similar roles (director, teacher, etc.) to discuss how they 

dealt with shared barriers when completing certification. Connect them with a CLASS™ certified 

coach for additional TA. 

 Reach out to Teachstone for additional support. Observers can email contact@teachstone.com and they 

will be connected to the Teachstone Reliability Team, which specializes in supporting recently trained 

observers with the certification process. 

Offer 1:1 coaching 

Some participants may not feel comfortable asking questions in a large group. Set aside two to three hours for 

a CLASS™ certified Ready Region staff member to provide intensive and individualized support. 

Offer live observation support 

Offer participants the opportunity to complete an in-person CLASS™ observation with an experienced observer. 

CLASS™ trainers are great candidates for this type of support since they have experience helping people learn 

and apply the CLASS™ lens. 

mailto:contact@teachstone.com
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 How many participants in our region have attempted and 

passed CLASS™ certification? 
Questions to discuss with 

 Which supports or approaches have been most effective in 

your Ready Regions team: helping participants pass certification? 

 What approaches or supports haven’t we tried yet? 

 

Resources: 
 

 Post-Training Follow-Up Checklist 
 

 CLASS™ Training Track Spreadsheet 
 

 CLASS™ Observer Certificate Template 

 

 
Strengthening CLASS™ Observer Skills 

Ready Regions must provide ongoing support to help strengthen local CLASS™ observers’ skills. This support 

ensures all observers remain reliable on the CLASS™ tools and are prepared to support classrooms across all 

ECCE settings and backgrounds. This section provides strategies for 1. supporting new CLASS™ observers, 2. 

ongoing quality assurance, and 3. preparing observers to observe across ECCE settings. 

 

1. Supporting New CLASS™ Observers 

Regions should be prepared to help new observers learn local CLASS™ observation protocols, provide effective 

feedback, and practice completing live observations. Onboarding should address state requirements and 

regional practices. 
 

Local CLASS™ Observation Protocols 
 

While the CLASS™ observation training provides in-depth detail about the tool, the training does not provide 

context for VQB5 local CLASS™ observations. Regions can supplement the CLASS™ training by providing 

information about VQB5 and local observation protocols. 

 

 

knowledge of ECCE. Offer a sensitive ear if they have already failed their first attempt and are 

anxious about the next attempt. 

 

Questions to discuss with 
your Ready Regions team: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1arqzuQPFDpOximIoYE_1UR4jHVZy0DWh/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wcd1Udbpn0XqFh3am2SjXKiSqjfDIlAM/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113760718072640789708&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E7t6xWABM8zzcRYAIilAeBt-jFgfESyv/edit
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Strategies for Supporting New Observers – Local CLASS™ Observation Protocols 

Share the Local CLASS™ Observations Best Practices Guidebook 

All new observers need to review the VQB5 Local CLASS™ Observation Guidebook before conducting 

observations (available on the VDOE VQB5 website). This guidebook will be the foundation for all local 

CLASS™ observations throughout the state and outlines local CLASS™ observation protocols. Observers 

should have this guidebook readily available to answer questions about local observation expectations. 

Watch the VQB5 Local CLASS™ Observations Overview webinar 

Each year VDOE hosts and records an online webinar to walk local CLASS™ observers through the updated 

observation guidelines for that year. This resource is a great starting place for new observers to better 

understand local CLASS™ observation protocols and the structure of the guidebook. Share the recording link 

with observers and have them send you an acknowledgment of completion. 

Train observers to enter data into LinkB5 (if applicable) 

CLASS™ observers who enter their own observation data will need to be trained on how to use LinkB5, the 

VQB5 data tracking system. Training should cover how to access LinkB5, how to enter observation data, 

and any additional regional requirements, such as data entry timelines. There are resources available on the 

LinkB5 website that can be shared with observers (LinkB5 Resources). 

 

 
 

Tips for Implementation 

 Develop an official onboarding process: Regions will be onboarding new observers 

throughout the year and should have an onboarding process in place. The onboarding 

process should include an overview of VQB5 and local CLASS™ observation protocols. 

 Offer onboarding trainings multiple ways: Regions can combine all onboarding trainings into 

one full-day or schedule trainings over several days or weeks. Offering both options allows 

observers to select the option that best fits their schedule. 

 Create a local guidebook: Many Ready Regions have regional observation protocols 

in addition to those outlined in the Local CLASS™ Observation guide. Regions can create a 

local guidebook that aggregates the local policies and expectations and connects practices 

with the statewide VQB5 protocols. As an example see the Ready Region Chesapeake Bay 

Observer Procedures. 

 

 
 
 

 

Ready Regions Chesapeake Bay requires all new observers to first watch the VDOE VQB5 Local 

CLASS™ Observations Overview webinar before attending additional trainings. New observers 

then attend a one-day training that covers expectations for feedback, navigating LinkB5, report 

writing expectations, and state and regional protocols. 

https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/vqb5/index.shtml
https://resources.linkb5.virginia.edu/hc/en-us/categories/6953837725595-CLASS-Observation-Score-Entry-Resousources
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Providing Feedback 
 

Providing feedback is an essential element of quality improvement. New observers will need training on how 

to provide effective feedback to ensure teachers are receiving the targeted, detailed feedback needed for 

improvement. 
 

Strategies for Supporting New Observers – Providing Effective Feedback 

Prepare new observers to provide effective feedback 

Note: The observer may not always be the person who provides the feedback to the teacher, but all 

observers should be prepared to give feedback. 

 Teachstone trainings – Regions can contract with Teachstone to provide their Feedback Strategies 

or CLASS™ Group Coaching (MMCI). Ready Regions can contract with Teachstone to provide 

one training to multiple participants from the region (click here to request an on-site training) or 

participants can attend trainings that are available to the public (click here to see Teachstone training 

schedule). 

 Practice Based Coaching (PBC) – PBC is a professional development framework that utilizes shared 

goals and action planning, reflection, and feedback to improve classroom practices. Observers can 

complete a comprehensive Practice Based Coaching training through VCPD or complete the suite of 

training videos at the Head Start Early Childhood Learning & Knowledge Center. 

 Local Quality Improvement Partners – Regions’ local quality improvement partners, such as ITSN, 

Virginia Quality, and AEII, may offer trainings on providing effective feedback. Connect with your 

local partners to identify or organize upcoming opportunities. 

 MyTeachstone – MyTeachstone includes resources to help coaches use CLASS™ to support 

teacher reflection and improvement. The platform includes print resources, like Guidelines for 

Sharing Observations and Building a Foundation for Effective Coaching, and short courses such as 

Strengths-Based Coaching: An Introduction. (Note: only those with a MyTeachstone account will be 

able to access these resources.) 

 AEII Providing Observation Feedback – AEII provides tools and resources for enhancing teacher 

knowledge and reflection using CLASS™ scores, such as a feedback quick start guide that breaks 

CLASS-based feedback into three phases and CLASS™ feedback principles. 

Provide trainings and support on writing CLASS™ feedback reports 

Each observer is required to write a feedback report that identifies a classroom’s strengths and areas for 

growth. Regions should be prepared to offer additional support specific to writing the feedback reports. 

Regions may use the state feedback form (infant, toddler, and pre-k) or a locally developed form that also 

addresses domain- and dimension-level information, including dimension averages across cycles. 

Review new CLASS™ observers’ feedback reports 

Have Ready Region staff review the feedback forms completed by new CLASS™ observers before sending 

the feedback to teachers. Review the completed reports to ensure feedback is strengths-based, includes 

examples, and identifies areas for improvement. Provide feedback and support to help observers improve 

their report writing. Regions can create policies that outline the report reviewing process and expectations 

for new observers. 

https://store.teachstone.com/class-feedback-strategies/
https://store.teachstone.com/class-group-coaching-mmci/
https://info.teachstone.com/request-on-site-training
https://teachstone.com/regional-trainings/?fwp_course_type=virtual-training
http://vcpd.net/practice-based-coaching/
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/professional-development/article/practice-based-coaching-pbc
https://dashboard.teachstone.com/users/login?abs_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fmy.teachstone.com%2Fresources%2F397
https://dashboard.teachstone.com/users/login?abs_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fmy.teachstone.com%2Fresources%2F397
https://dashboard.teachstone.com/users/login?abs_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fmy.teachstone.com%2Fresources%2F395
https://dashboard.teachstone.com/users/login?abs_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fmy.teachstone.com%2Fresources%2F397
https://aeiionline.org/advancing-effective-interactions-and-instruction-2/tools-resources/for-providing-feedback/
https://aeiionline.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2020/03/CLASS-Feedback-Protocol-Part-1_Quickstart-Guide.pdf
https://aeiionline.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2020/03/CLASS-Feedback-Protocol-Part-2_Principles.pdf
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/curriculum/infant-class-local-obs-feedback-form.docx
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/curriculum/toddler-class-local-obs-feedback-form.docx
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/curriculum/prek-class-local-obs-feedback-form.docx
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Strategies for Supporting New Observers – Providing Effective Feedback 

Share information on available quality improvement support 

Prepare observers to share information on continuous quality improvement supports available to programs, 

such as local or regional quality improvement partners and helpful online resources. 

 

 
 

 

Ready Region Southeastern developed a handout to inform programs of available coaching 

services. This handout is shared with teachers during feedback sessions and provides a description 

of quality improvement partners’ services and regional contact information. 

 

 

 

Completing Classroom Observations 
 

Coding live classrooms can feel very different from coding recorded videos. New observers may be nervous 

about completing independent, live observations without practice. Ready Regions can implement supports for 

new CLASS™ observers to help ease them into completing local CLASS™ observations. 
 

 

Strategies for Supporting New Observers – Completing Classroom Observations 

Double-code with an experienced local CLASS™ observer 

Double coding is a process where two observers observe and code the same classroom. After the 

observation is complete, observers compare their codes and discuss dimensions that they rated differently 

(Teachstone created a double coding debrief guide). Regions can offer opportunities for new CLASS™ 

observers to complete double-coded observations with experienced observers. This helps observers 

practice observing live classrooms, see the local CLASS™ observation protocols in practice, and learn 

from more experienced observers. VA Affiliate Trainers are a great resource for completing double coding 

because they have experience supporting new observers. 

 

Tips for Implementation 

 Use the CLASS™ Dimensions Guides: The CLASS™ Dimensions Guides provides teacher- 

friendly explanations of the dimension indicators and offer suggestions for improvement. 

Observers can use these resources to help write feedback reports. 

 Provide sample feedback forms: Create examples of completed feedback forms that 

demonstrate high-quality feedback. Create sample reports for each age level (infant, toddler, 

and pre-k) so observers have examples they can refer back to when completing their own 

feedback forms. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14m303fDRZ-4KewqlUcn6a9uyEy-mKJis/view?usp=sharing
https://store.teachstone.com/class-dimensions-guide/
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/curriculum/infant-class-local-obs-feedback-form.docx
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/curriculum/toddler-class-local-obs-feedback-form.docx
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/curriculum/prek-class-local-obs-feedback-form.docx
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Strategies for Supporting New Observers – Completing Classroom Observations 

Connect new observers with existing observers in similar roles 

New observers might benefit from connecting with other local observers who serve in similar roles. For 

example, a provider who is a new observer can learn from another provider who has extensive experience 

completing internal CLASS™ observations. 

Organize a peer learning community for new observers 

Completing classroom observations is a learning process and will likely require regular follow-up support. Organize 

a peer learning community (PLC) for new observers to ask questions and continue learning from each other. Watch 

the AEII webinar on Peer Learning Communities for tips on different ways to organize a PLC. 

 

 

 

Ready Region Capital Area holds lunch-and-learns for providers who complete their own 

observations. This time helps providers find answers to their observation questions and connect with 

other providers conducting internal observations. 
 

 

 

2. Ongoing Quality Assurance 

Ready Regions need to ensure local CLASS™ observation ratings are accurate and reliable, and should give 

observers opportunities to receive feedback on their CLASS™ coding. The most common approaches to quality 

assurance are local CLASS™ observer meetings, CLASS™ calibrations, double-coding, and utilizing data from 

external observations as detailed below. 

  

 

 Develop criteria for leading double-coded observations: Consider what type of experience 

observers, such as: 

»  

 

 

 

 

Demonstrated reliability on CLASS™ tool (ex. calibration results) 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UacPQ-mXtFQ
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Local CLASS™ Observer Meetings 

Ready Regions will need to stay in regular contact with local CLASS™ observers to share updates and provide 

improvement support. Observer meetings will give regions an opportunity to follow-up on strategies referenced 

in the ongoing quality assurance and observing across ECCE settings portions of this guide. Meetings should 

occur on a time-frame that works best for Ready Regions and observers. Consider your observers availability 

and needs when developing a meeting structure. 

 

Strategies for Ongoing Quality Assurance – Local CLASS™ Observer Meetings 

Organize monthly or quarterly meetings 

Regions should plan for regular meetings with observers throughout the year. Meetings can include ongoing 

conversations about reducing observer bias (more details and recommendations in Observing Across ECCE 

Settings) and discuss challenging CLASS™ dimensions. This is also a great opportunity to hear observer 

questions and feedback from the field. See a sample observer meeting agenda in the Appendix. 

Offer observer retreats 

Observer retreats are a great strategy for connecting with observers at the beginning of observation cycles. 

Regions can use this time to discuss local CLASS™ observation guidelines, review CLASS™ data from the 

previous observation cycle or year, and review the elements of effective feedback. See a sample observer 

retreat agenda in Appendix. 

Offer informal check-ins 

Schedule a standing informal time for observers to ask questions, such as weekly or monthly office hours 

or lunch and learns. Informal check-ins can also either target a specific topic, such as observing in ECSE 

settings, or be left open to respond to observer questions. 
 

 

 

CLASS™ Calibrations 

CLASS™ calibrations are a process where observers watch and code a classroom video that has been master 

coded by Teachstone. Observers then receive an automated score report indicating whether they were reliable 

on each dimension, along with a link to a webinar providing rationales for master codes. Calibrations practice 

helps observers improve their coding skills and identify areas of the tool where they need additional support 

(Benefits of Calibrating Regularly). There are different approaches to using CLASS™ calibrations, as detailed on 

next page. 

 
 

 

 

and Ready Region staff are ready for more frequent touch points. 

https://info.teachstone.com/blog/class-calibration-make-it-a-habit
https://info.teachstone.com/blog/the-3-benefits-of-calibrating-regularly
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Strategies for Ongoing Quality Assurance – CLASS™ Calibrations 

Group calibrations 

Group calibrations are opportunities for multiple observers to watch and code the same calibration video 

within a two-week window. Regions receive a calibration summary report that includes each observer’s 

calibration results and can schedule regional debriefs to help observers get additional clarity on master 

codes. Group calibrations can be organized multiple ways to accommodate observers’ schedules and 

learning styles. 

1. Code calibrations independently – Observers can watch and code the calibration video 

independently before a group debrief, such as at a monthly or quarterly meeting. This approach 

allows observers to complete the video at a time that is convenient for them. 

2. Watch, code, and debrief collectively – Regions can also use live group calibrations, where all 

observers watch and code the video together before debriefing the master codes. This approach 

ensures the video is fresh in observers’ minds during the group debrief. 

Individual Calibrations 

Individual calibrations are opportunities for observers to individually watch and code a calibration video. 

These can be used to respond to individual observer needs or can help observers practice coding before 

attempting recertification. Unlike group calibrations, observers watch different videos when completing 

individual calibrations. Regions that purchase individual calibrations can require that observers submit 

calibration results to the lead organization in order to track observer consistency and provide follow-up 

support. 

Calibration Frequency 

Teachstone recommends that observers calibrate one to two times a year. Regions have flexibility with 

scheduling calibrations and have used both of the following approaches: 

 Quarterly calibrations – Schedule one calibration for one age group each quarter and cycle 

through the age groups (ex. infant calibration the first quarter, toddler calibration second quarter). 

This approach allows observers who are certified in multiple tools to space out their group 

calibrations. 

 Before observation cycles – Schedule calibrations for August (before the fall observation cycle) 

and January (before the spring observation cycle). This approach helps observers to go into each 

observation cycle with knowledge of their coding habits. 

Professional Development 

Regions can use calibration results to inform professional development for observers. Results identify which 

observers need targeted reliability support and identify dimensions with low region-wide reliability. For 

example, if 75% of observers within a region were unreliable on the Pre-K dimension Regard for Student 

Perspectives, the Ready Region may want to provide a refresher for observers or devote an upcoming 

observer meeting to that specific dimension. 

 

  

https://info.teachstone.com/blog/class-calibration-make-it-a-habit
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Ready Region West organizes live group calibrations based on observer role: contractors, Ready 

Region staff, and program directors. Debriefing calibrations in small groups helps observers be more 

vulnerable and ask more questions. They’ve also found it’s important to put directors with peers in 

order to increase engagement. 
 

 

  

 

Ready Region Chesapeake Bay offers local CLASS™ observers the opportunity to complete a low- 

stakes individual calibration over the summer to keep their coding fresh before fall observations. 
 

 

 

Double-Coding 

Double coding is a process where two observers observe and code the same classroom and can be used for 

quality assurance in addition to the new observer support. Double-coded observations are typically completed 

alongside an experienced CLASS™ observer and/or CLASS™ affiliate trainer. This process allows new observers 

to learn from more experienced observers and helps Ready Regions monitor the reliability of local CLASS™ 

observations. 

Double coding is covered under Supporting New CLASS™ Observers. See page 29 for details on how to 

organize double-coded observations and tips for implementation. 

 

 

  

 
 

Tips for Implementation 

 Offer coaching sessions for observers: Some observers may prefer to debrief individually 

instead of with a group. Support their learning style by offering individualized coaching 

sessions. 

 Use Teachstone resources to target CLASS™ dimensions: Explore Teachstone’s dimension 

resources and share them with observers who need additional dimension-level support. 

Bookmark helpful resources so you can revisit and share them often. 
 

 Organize a learning community for observers: Organize learning communities based on 

group calibration results. This can be a time for observers to connect with and learn from each 

other and develop improvement plans. Watch the AEII webinar on Peer Learning Communities 

for tips on different ways to organize learning communities. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UacPQ-mXtFQ
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External CLASS™ Observations 

External CLASS™ observations gather information for the state about the accuracy and consistency of local 

observations across Ready Regions. Under VQB5, external observations are completed in each Ready Region 

and conducted by externally identified reliable observers. Each region will receive a comparison report that 

compares average local CLASS™ observation ratings to average external observation ratings. 

 

 

Strategies for Ongoing Quality Assurance – External CLASS™ Observations 

Identify coding discrepancies 

The comparison report will help the region identify domains or dimensions where local CLASS™ observers on 

average are scoring higher or lower than external observers. Reports will include results for infant, toddler, 

and pre-k classrooms in the region. 

Plan targeted improvement support 

Regions should plan targeted supports to address coding discrepancies. For example, if Ready Region local 

ratings for toddler classrooms are significantly higher than the average external ratings, the region should 

coordinate region-wide supports for toddler observers. This could include training sessions on each dimension 

or domain, Toddler tool refreshers, or group calibrations for additional coding practice. 

 
 

3. Observing Across ECCE Settings 

The CLASS™ tool can be used across ECCE settings, though interactions may look different based on the setting 

and the background of the teachers and children. Understanding how culture and classroom composition 

impacts interactions is essential to providing unbiased and effective support. This section focuses on strategies 

to build observers’ cultural competence and prepare observers to observe in Family Day Homes and Early 

Childhood Special Education classrooms. 
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Building Cultural Competence 

Virginia is a diverse state and observers should be prepared to observe classrooms across cultural and racial 

backgrounds. CLASS™ can be used in all classroom settings, regardless of demographics or geography, though 

what interactions look and sound like may vary. Ready Regions should prioritize opportunities to build observers’ 

cultural competence so all classrooms receive unbiased feedback and support. This is an ongoing process that 

can take time to develop but regions can get started with some of the strategies outlined below 

 

 

Strategies for Observing Across ECCE Settings – Building Cultural Competence 

Establish an understanding of implicit bias 

Implicit biases are biases a person may exhibit without realizing it. These biases can affect the way we 

interpret what we see, including classroom interactions. All local CLASS™ observers should understand what 

implicit bias is and how it could impact CLASS™ observations. 

 Connect with observers and quality improvement partners in your area: Many observers 

and improvement partners have experience conducting trainings on implicit bias and cultural 

responsiveness. Collaborate with them to provide trainings for local CLASS™ observers. 

 Utilize Teachstone Resources: Have observers view the Teachstone The Impact of Bias in Early 

Childhood and How to Reduce Your Own webinar and read Addressing Implicit Bias in Early 

Childhood Education. Discuss with a small group of local CLASS™ observers at an upcoming 

observer meeting or a community of practice. 

 CLASS™ Observer Support Trainings: Offer Teachstone’s CLASS™ Observation Support Training: 

Reducing Bias to help observers recognize their own biases and hone specific observation skills 

critical to measuring interactions across diverse settings. 

Use double coding to address implicit bias 

Double coding is a great opportunity to strengthen observer skills, gain new perspectives from fellow 

observers, and challenge observers’ assumptions and biases. Use these tips from Teachstone when 

developing processes for double coding as a tool against implicit bias, which includes some of the strategies 

identified below. 

 Connect with other observers: Have observers of different backgrounds double-code a CLASS™ 

observation together. Provide guiding questions for observers to discuss during their observation 

and debrief. Examples include: 

» How was that interaction different from what you have experienced or observed in the 

past? 

» How does your cultural background influence the way you interpret the interactions you 

just saw? 

» How did the children experience that interaction? What evidence do you have to support 

your understanding of the children’s experience? 

 Use a variety of exemplar videos: View and discuss classroom videos with teachers and children from 

different backgrounds. Have observers discuss their perceptions of the interactions and how they compare or 

contrast from other examples of high-quality interactions. 

https://info.teachstone.com/blog/the-impact-of-bias-in-early-education-and-how-to-reduce-your-own
https://info.teachstone.com/blog/the-impact-of-bias-in-early-education-and-how-to-reduce-your-own
https://info.teachstone.com/blog/addressing-implicit-bias-in-early-childhood-education
https://info.teachstone.com/blog/addressing-implicit-bias-in-early-childhood-education
https://teachstone.com/class-observation-supports/
https://teachstone.com/class-observation-supports/
https://info.teachstone.com/hubfs/Double_coding_for_anti_bias.pdf?hsCtaTracking=b2bbc411-fe12-41a4-81d6-4d0e9a3b92a2%7C0e299b60-4c64-41c8-b1a3-6dcfb8435789
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Strategies for Observing Across ECCE Settings – Building Cultural Competence 

Share and discuss resources that target multicultural observation support 

Share additional resources specific to observing and supporting culturally diverse classrooms. These 

discussions and resources will help prepare observers to support classrooms across cultural lines. Include 

time to reflect on these resources with other local CLASS™ observers to continue their learning and deepen 

their understanding. 

 Utilize the expertise of your CLASS™ observer community: Collaborate with local observers 

to share and discuss examples of high-quality interactions across different cultural backgrounds 

or regions of the state. These discussions can help fellow observers understand how cultural 

differences show up in classroom interactions. 

 New CLASS™ Observer Supports form Teachstone: Offer Teachstone’s CLASS™ Observation 

Support Training: Settings with Dual Language Learners to help observers recognize interactions 

that support dual language learners and practice strategies to observe in these settings. 

 Share Teachstone’s observation resources: Over the years, Teachstone has developed multiple 

resources to support observations in multicultural programs. Share these resources with observers 

and discuss at a monthly or quarterly meeting. 

» Podcast episode on Observing in Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Classrooms 

» Landing page for supporting dual language learners 

» Webinar on Mitigating Bias in CLASS™ Observations. 

» Brief write-up on Cultural Perspectives of CLASS™ (or share the full research study this 

article  is based on: Cultural and Practice Perspectives on the Classroom Assessment 

Scoring System: Voices From American Indian and Alaska Native Head Start Programs 

Organize peer-learning opportunities 

Offer multiple opportunities to connect with and learn from other observers so each individual’s 

understanding of bias and cultural responsiveness keeps evolving. 

  Incorporate into group calibrations: Include questions and discussions about implicit bias and 

cultural responsiveness in group calibrations debrief sessions. Teachstone created a guide for using 

double-coding as a tool against bias that includes guiding questions that can also be used in group 

calibration debriefs. 

 Discuss at observer meetings: Include discussions of bias and cultural responsiveness at each 

monthly or quarterly observer meetings. Use this time to discuss and reflect on recent resources you 

have shared on multicultural observation support. 

 Create communities of practice: Create an observer community of practice where observers 

can connect, ask questions, and share tips on observing in multiracial classrooms. Watch the AEII 

webinar on Peer Learning Communities for tips for effective peer learning communities. 

https://teachstone.com/class-observation-supports/
https://anchor.fm/teaching-with-class/episodes/Observing-in-Culturally-and-Linguistically-Diverse-Classrooms-e24cep/a-a52ftd
https://teachstone.com/dual-language-learner-resource-series/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=7ZMz3iUUFMk
https://info.teachstone.com/blog/cultural-perspectives-of-class
https://drive.google.com/file/d/182lC5W2mPmkfopS_1Rc-GdXUzY0zC-YB/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/182lC5W2mPmkfopS_1Rc-GdXUzY0zC-YB/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/182lC5W2mPmkfopS_1Rc-GdXUzY0zC-YB/view
https://info.teachstone.com/hubfs/Double_coding_for_anti_bias.pdf?hsCtaTracking=b2bbc411-fe12-41a4-81d6-4d0e9a3b92a2%7C0e299b60-4c64-41c8-b1a3-6dcfb8435789
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UacPQ-mXtFQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UacPQ-mXtFQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UacPQ-mXtFQ
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Observing in Family Day Homes (FDH) and Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE 

Classrooms) 

Teachstone recommends that observers with experiences in FDH settings and ECSE classrooms conduct 

observations for those programs. Teachstone created guides to help observers prepare for and conduct 

observations in FDH settings (Observing in FCC Settings – Birth to Five) and ECSE settings (Observing in 

Settings Serving Children with Special Needs – Birth to Five). 

Additionally, VDOE created procedures for conducting observations in Family Day Homes and classrooms 

serving children with disabilities, which can be found in the VDOE Local CLASS™ Observation Guidebook. 

Regions and local CLASS™ observers should thoroughly review the updated guidebook each year before 

conducting observations 

 

Strategies for Observing Across ECCE Settings – Supporting FDHs and ECSE 

Review the updated VDOE guidebook annually 

Schedule a meeting before fall observations to review the updated VDOE guidance for conducting local 

CLASS™ observations. Include the FDH and ECSE procedures in your review. 

Double-code 

Have observers with FDH experience and ECSE experience lead double-coded observations with observers 

who are new to those settings. This will give observers the opportunity to practice observing in FDH and 

ECSE classrooms and learn from more experienced observers. 

Use video exemplars 

Watch and discuss videos from FDHs and ECSE settings with local CLASS™ observers. Teachstone has FDH 

video exemplars on their family child care landing page and regions may have local videos from classrooms 

within your region. Discuss how they are similar to and different from general education classrooms. 

CLASS™ Observer Support Trainings 

Offer Teachstone’s CLASS™ Observation Support: Settings Serving Children with Disabilities  to help observers 

expand their knowledge of interactions that support children with disabilities and reduce bias. 

 

 

and explicit bias and how both could show up in CLASS™ observations. 

and experience using the CLASS™ tool. Ask observers to share resources that have helped 

them apply the CLASS™ tool across a diversity of classrooms. 

https://info.teachstone.com/hubfs/Job%20Aids/FCC-JobAid_DoubleSided%20(2).pdf
https://info.teachstone.com/hubfs/Job%20Aids/SPED-JobAid_DoubleSided.pdf
https://info.teachstone.com/hubfs/Job%20Aids/SPED-JobAid_DoubleSided.pdf
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/build-unified-early-childhood-system/local-observations-guidebook.pdf
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/build-unified-early-childhood-system/local-observations-guidebook.pdf
https://teachstone.com/family-child-care/
https://teachstone.com/class-observation-supports/
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Review Teachstone FDH & ECSE guidance 

Review and discuss the Teachstone guidance for conducting observations in FDHs at an observer meeting. 

Dedicate another meeting to discussing the ECSE guidance and considerations. Share resources with 

observers before each meeting so they can prepare questions. 

 FDH Resources: 

» Observing in FCC Settings – Birth to Five 

» A landing page that aggregates FDH CLASS™ resources 

» Considerations for observing in FDH 

» How to Best Use CLASS™ in Family Child Care (Webinar) 

 ECSE Resources: 

» Observing in Settings Serving Children with Special Needs – Birth to Five 

» Recommendations for Using the CLASS™ in Inclusive Early Childhood Programs Birth-Age 8 

Collaborate with partners in each specialized field 

Reach out to the Virginia Alliance for Family Child Care Associations, ECSE coordinators, and your regional 

Training & Technical Assistance Center (TTAC) to develop procedures and trainings to help local CLASS™ 

observers better support FDHs and ECSE classrooms. ECSE coordinators are a great resource to prepare 

observers for the differences between self-contained and inclusive classrooms. 

 

 

  

https://info.teachstone.com/hubfs/Job%20Aids/FCC-JobAid_DoubleSided%20(2).pdf
https://teachstone.com/family-child-care/
https://f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/336169/Considerations%20for%20Observing%20in%20Family%20Child%20Care%20Homes%20(10_8_2020).docx.pdf
https://info.teachstone.com/recording-of-how-to-best-use-class-in-family-child-care
https://info.teachstone.com/hubfs/Job%20Aids/SPED-JobAid_DoubleSided.pdf
https://info.teachstone.com/resources/research/special-needs-class-tool-report
https://www.vafcca.net/
https://ttaconline.org/regional-ttacs
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 What is our Ready Region’s process for onboarding new 

CLASS™ observers? 

 What opportunities do our local CLASS™ observers have to 

Questions to discuss with receive feedback on their CLASS™ coding? 

your Ready Regions team: 
 How can we leverage the expertise of our local CLASS™ 

observers to help all observers better understand 

observing in diverse settings, FDHs, and ECSE 

classrooms? 

 

Resources: 
 

 Tracking New Observer Onboarding 
 

 Quality Assurance Activities Tracking Document 

 

 

 

and ECSE teachers in your area and ask what additional regional procedures or requirements 

should be adopted. 

discuss supports for observing in FDHs and ECSE classrooms. These discussions can help 

fellow observers conceptualize the differences between center-based and FDH settings or 

between general education classrooms and ECSE classrooms. If the observer has capacity, 

help them develop trainings that can be delivered to observers across your region. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11cj9yuo-pPGs7eEfIJeXBeECwp1asJ0l/edit?rtpof=true&sd=true&gid=116910290
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1g2WlwMNZSBaZ5Iw6JmhDnsU5Ffy4nA7K/edit#gid%3D1482113293
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Supporting Annual Recertification 

CLASS™ observation certification expires after 12 months. Observers must recertify each year by completing 

a reliability test. Annual recertification is required for each tool in which an observer is certified. Regions can 

support recertification efforts using the following strategies. 
 

Strategies for Supporting Annual Recertification 

Pay for recertification 

Cover recertification costs for local CLASS™ observers. If you can’t fund all recertifications, focus on 

programs with limited funds for professional development or require a minimum number of completed local 

observations to qualify for reimbursement of recertification costs. 

Provide a financial incentive for completing recertification 

Provide participants with a stipend for attempting certification and an additional stipend for successfully 

passing certification, dependent on available funding. Regions should inform participants that this funding is 

likely to be temporary and may not be available for future recertification attempts. Example stipend scenarios 

provided below. 

 Scenario 1: Participants receive $50 for attempting recertification and an additional $100 for passing 

recertification 

 Scenario 2: Participants receive $25 for each attempted recertification (possibility of up to 3) and an 

additional $100 for passing recertification. 

 Scenario 3: Participants receive $150 for passing recertification. Participants who did not pass 

recertification receive $100 only if they attempted all three tests. 

Monitor observer expiration dates 

Observers’ certification will expire one year after they pass certification. Regions should be tracking 

certification expiration dates in their CLASS™ Observer Inventories. Monitor for observer certifications that will 

soon expire. 

Send recertification reminders 

Reach out to observers at least a month before their certification is set to expire. Providers may be more 

likely to read an email from a Ready Region partner they know as opposed to the Teachstone reminder email. 

Send multiple reminders to observers who are recertifying for the first time. 

Help them develop a plan to complete recertification 

Help them develop a plan to recertify if they haven’t already done so. Use the guidance for developing a 

reliability test plan outlined in the Supporting CLASS™ Certification section of this guide. 

Share resources and offer support 

Share certification resources on coding practices and challenging dimensions/domains. Use the resources 

that were outlined in the Supporting CLASS™ Certification section of this guide. Offer additional support, such 

as an intensive coaching session. 

Offer calibration practice 

Offer to purchase individual calibrations so observers can receive feedback on their coding before watching 

the official certification coding videos. 
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 What is our regional process for monitoring upcoming  

CLASS™   certification expiration dates? 
Questions to discuss with 

 What are our regional requirements to cover recertification 

your Ready Regions team: costs?  

 How do we know our recertification efforts are effective? 

 

Resources: 
 

 Observer Recertification Tracking Doc 
 

 

 

 

 

reimburse the cost only after they have exhausted all three attempts. 

newspapers, regional newsletters, or on social media. See sample social media posts in the 

appendix. 

Questions to discuss with 
your Ready Regions team: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mWTR1mz2-mtP7JI9ZDS9sV7Auj4QLPw3/edit?rtpof=true&sd=true&gid=64387574
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Appendix: Resources 

Participant Agreement Form (adapted from Ready Region West): 

 

Observer Name:    
 

Training Date:    
 
 
 

I agree to the following expectations: 
 

 I am expected to let [Ready Regions agency] know three weeks prior to training if I am unable to attend. 
 

 The training is hosted in an online format and I am responsible for all equipment and technical needs 

related to completing the course. (only include this for online trainings) 

 The training is hosted at [location] and I am responsible for . 
 

 I am expected to attend the training session from 8:30 am to 5 pm each day. 
 

 I am expected to take the online CLASS® reliability test within 8 weeks of attending the training, and 

will inform [Ready Regions agency] of the results; If I do not pass the first time, I will exhaust all attempts 

prior to the end of the 8-week period. 

 I will register on the Teachstone Observer Registry; 
 

 I will email a copy of my CLASS™ observer certification to [identified Ready Regions staff] 
 

 Failure to complete the items above could result in my organization being charged for the cost of the 

course or the inability for this training to be free for me going forward. 

 

 

 
 

Observer Signature Date 
 
 

 

Participant Agreement Survey Question (adapted from Ready Region Chesapeake Bay): 

I understand by registering for this training I am agreeing to attend the [Age level] CLASS™ Observation training 

on both [Day 1] and [Day 2] from 8:30 am to 5 pm [in person/online]. By attending this training I am agreeing to 

take the [Age level] CLASS™ Observation reliability test and agree to conduct [Age level] observations as part of 

VQB5. 

☐ I agree 

☐ I do not agree 
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Sample contract observer job posting (adapted from Ready Region Central): 

 

Job title: Early Childhood Classroom Observer 

Job type: Part-time/Full-time 

[Ready Region agency] is seeking (self-employed) Early Childhood Classroom Observers to complete 

observations in infant, toddler, and pre-k classrooms in [list counties and cities]. Contractors need to be available 

to conduct morning observations but will have flexibility to choose how many days to work each week. 
 

Required Qualifications 
 

These positions require excellent interpersonal skills, experience documenting service delivery, and reliable use 

of the Classroom Assessment Scoring System Tool. [Ready Region agency] will provide training on the tool if you 

are not already reliable. Training will include 2 full days of training in the Classroom Assessment Scoring System 

and up to 8 hours towards completing the required reliability test. Contractors will need to pass the reliability 

test in order to become contracted observers. 
 

Additional tasks: 

 Participate in fidelity checks as needed 

 Write observation summary reports 

 Complete data entry and other post-observation work in a timely manner 
 

To receive an information sheet on training cost(s), reimbursements, and observation expectations, please 

contact: [Ready region staff name and email address]. 

Preferred qualifications include: Degree in a field related to Early Childhood, Associates degree related to 

Early Childhood, or CDA certification with experience working in an Early Childhood setting. Applicants must 

complete, submit, and pass basic background clearances. 
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Sample Social Media posts 

Facebook, newsletters, and newspapers 

Example for newly certified observers: 

Please help us celebrate local early childhood providers who have recently become certified CLASS™ 

observers! The CLASS™ is an observational tool that looks at developmentally appropriate teacher-child 

interactions that support children’s learning and development and is a key component of the Unified Virginia 

Quality Birth to Five System (VQB5). These newly certified CLASS™ observers are now empowered to observe 

and assess the quality of teacher-child interactions within their programs and support continuous quality 

improvement that addresses the needs of every educator and child. 

Provider Name, Program Name, City/County – Age-Level CLASS™ Observer 

Thank you for your dedication to the early childhood field! 

Click here to learn more about VQB5 

#CLASS #VQB5 #earlychildhood 

 
Examples for recertified observers: 

 

Option 1: Please help us celebrate local early childhood providers who have recently recertified as CLASS™ 

observers! The CLASS™ is an observational tool that looks at developmentally appropriate teacher-child 

interactions that support children’s learning and development and is a key component of the Unified Virginia 

Quality Birth to Five System (VQB5). These CLASS™ observers have been observing and assessing the quality of 

teacher-child interactions within their programs and supporting continuous quality improvement that addresses 

the needs of every educator and child. 
 

Provider Name, Program Name, City/County – Age-Level CLASS™ Observer, X years 

 

Thank you for your dedication to the early childhood field! 
 

Click here to learn more about VQB5 
 

#CLASS #VQB5 #earlychildhood 
 

Option 2: Please help us celebrate local early childhood providers who have been serving as CLASS™ 

observers for X years! The CLASS™ is an observational tool that looks at developmentally appropriate teacher- 

child interactions that support children’s learning and development and is a key component of the Unified 

Virginia Quality Birth to Five System (VQB5). These CLASS™ observers have been observing and assessing the 

quality of teacher-child interactions within their programs and supporting continuous quality improvement that 

addresses the needs of every educator and child. 
 

Provider Name, Program Name, City/County – Age-Level CLASS™ Observer, X years 

 

Thank you for your dedication to the early childhood field! 

Click here to learn more about VQB5 

#CLASS #VQB5 #earlychildhood 

https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/vqb5/index.shtml
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/vqb5/index.shtml
https://doe.virginia.gov/early-childhood/vqb5/index.shtml
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Facebook and Twitter 
 

Example for newly certified observers: 

 

Please help us celebrate Provider Name who recently become a certified CLASS™ observer! 
 

Include a picture of provider with the CLASS™ certificate 

#CLASS #VQB5 #earlychildhood 

 
Example for recertification: 

 

Please help us celebrate Provider Name who recently recertified as CLASS™ observer! He/She has been 

supporting his/her program as a CLASS™ observer for X years. 

Include a picture of provider with the CLASS™ certificate 

#CLASS™ #VQB5 #earlychildhood 

 
Sample Agendas for Local CLASS™ Observer Meetings 

 

Ready Regions Local CLASS™ Observer Meeting Agenda (1 hour) 

Time Task/Activity Description Point Person 

10 min. VQB5/RR Updates & 

Announcements 

Share updates related to completing 

local CLASS™ observations and 

upcoming improvement opportunities 

RR Lead 

Organization 

5 min. Review results from previous 

quality assurance activity 

Review data from external 

observation reports, double coding, 

or group calibrations. 

RR Lead 

Organization 

30 min. Target observer improvement Go in-depth on dimensions/domains 

that multiple observers struggled with 

and include discussions of observer 

bias. 

RR Lead 

Organization 

10 min. Answer observer questions Leave time for observers to ask 

questions about the CLASS™ tool and 

discuss experiences from the field 

RR Lead 

Organization 

5 min. Adjourn With adjournment – reminder of next 

meeting date and time 

RR Lead 

Organization 
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Ready Regions Local CLASS™ Observer Retreat (3 hours) 

Time Task/Activity Description Point Person 

15 min. Review the why Review the continuous quality 

improvement process and how 

observers are essential to the 

process 

RR Lead 

Organization 

20 min. Review the why Encourage observers to reflect 

on and share their successes and 

lessons learned from previous 

observation cycles 

RR Lead 

Organization 

15 min. Review the why Share data from the previous 

observation cycle or data collection 

year (total number of observations) 

RR Lead 

Organization 

35 min. Discuss observer requirements 

and guidelines 

Review the VDOE Local CLASS™ 

Observations Best Practices 

Guidebook and local observation 

policies/guidelines 

RR Lead 

Organization 

5 min. Break 
  

30 min. Review providing feedback Review the indicators of quality 

feedback and the regional feedback 

process 

RR Lead 

Organization 

45 min. Discuss observing across settings Discuss observer bias and 

considerations for observing in 

Family Day Homes, ECSE classrooms, 

settings that support dual language 

learners. 

RR Lead 

Organization 

(in collaboration 

with observers 

who have 

expertise in 

these topics) 

10 min. Answer observer questions Build in time for observers to ask 

questions about the CLASS™ tool and 

discuss experiences from the field 

RR Lead 

Organization 

5 min. Adjourn With adjournment – reminder of next 

meeting date and time 

RR Lead 

Organization 

 


